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Abstract

Learning behavioral patterns from observational data has been a de-facto approach
to motion forecasting. Yet, the current paradigm suffers from two shortcomings:
brittle under covariate shift and inefficient for knowledge transfer. In this work, we
propose to address these challenges from a causal representation perspective. We
first introduce a causal formalism of motion forecasting, which casts the problem
as a dynamic process with three groups of latent variables, namely invariant mech-
anisms, style confounders, and spurious features. We then introduce a learning
framework that treats each group separately: (i) unlike the common practice of
merging datasets collected from different locations, we exploit their subtle distinc-
tions by means of an invariance loss encouraging the model to suppress spurious
correlations; (ii) we devise a modular architecture that factorizes the representations
of invariant mechanisms and style confounders to approximate a sparse causal
graph; (iii) we introduce a style consistency loss that not only enforces the structure
of style representations but also serves as a self-supervisory signal for test-time
refinement on the fly. Experiment results on synthetic and real datasets show that
our three proposed components significantly improve the robustness and reusability
of the learned motion representations, outperforming prior state-of-the-art motion
forecasting models for out-of-distribution generalization and low-shot transfer.

1 Introduction
Motion forecasting is essential for autonomous systems running in dynamic environments. Yet, it is a
challenging task due to strong spatial-temporal interactions. These interactions arise from two major
sources: (i) physical laws (e.g., inertia, goal-directed behaviors) that govern general dynamics; (ii)
social norms (e.g., social distance, left or right-hand traffic) that influence motion styles. Classical
models attempt to describe these interactions based on domain knowledge but often fall short of
social awareness in complex scenes [1, 2]. As an alternative, learning motion representations from
observational data has become a de-facto approach [3–5]. In light of the rapid progress over the past
few years, solving motion forecasting is seemingly just around the corner by pursuing this fashion at
larger scales.

However, the promise of the current learning paradigm for motion forecasting is shadowed by two
shortcomings:

• struggle to discover the physical laws from data, e.g., output inadmissible solutions under spurious
shifts [6];

• inefficient for knowledge transfer, e.g., require a large number of observations to adapt from one
environment to another even if the underlying change is sparse [7].

These issues do not become any less severe with larger models [8]. Instead, they are profoundly
rooted in the principle of statistical learning that only seeks correlations for the prediction task at hand,
regardless of their robustness and reusability under distributional shifts that may occur in practice .
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Figure 1: Our causal formalism of motion forecasting. We cast the problem as a dynamic process
with three groups of latent variables: domain-invariant physical laws (z), domain-specific style
confounders (c), and non-causal spurious features (s). The spurious features are not parents of
future movements (y) in the causal factorization, e.g., no edges or anti-causal (dotted line), and their
statistical correlations may vary drastically under different conditions. This formalism motivates
our design and learning method to promote the robustness and reusability of the learned motion
representation.

In this work, we aim to tackle these challenges from a causal representation perspective. Incorporating
causal relations into statistical modeling has garnered growing interest lately, as it not only offers
a mathematical language to articulate distribution changes [9, 10] but also brings critical insights
to representation learning [11–13]. Studies in cognitive science have also revealed its paramount
importance in the motion context: few-month-old infants are already able to reason sensibly about
physical and social causalities [14]; they can even learn that by sorely observing adult behaviors,
without any hands-on experience of their own [15]. How can we build motion learning algorithms
that are able do the same? To this end, we propose a method that explictly incorporates causal
invariance and structure into motion representation learning in order to promote its robustness and
transferability under common types of distributional shifts.

2 Method
2.1 Formalism of Motion Forecasting

Preliminary. Consider a motion forecasting problem in multi-agent environments. For a scene
of M agents, let st = {s1t , · · · , sMt } denote their joint state and sit = (xit, y

i
t) denote the state of an

individual agent i at time t. The model takes an input sequence of past observations x = (s1, · · · , st)
in order to predict their states in the future y = (st+1, · · · , sT ) up to time T . Modern forecasting
models are largely built with encoder-decoder neural networks, where the encoder ϕ(·) extracts a
compact motion representation z of the past observations and the decoder g(·) rolls out the predicted
trajectory ŷ.

The training data D is often collected from a set of K environments E = {e1, e2, . . . , eK}. Previous
work typically merges them into a large dataset and assumes the mixture as a representative of the
unseen test environment ẽ. Under this assumption, the model is trained to minimize the empirical
risk:

R(ϕ, g) :=
1

|D|
∑

(x,y)∈D

Ltask(g(ϕ(x)),y). (1)

where Ltask is the loss function of the motion forecasting task, such as mean square error (MSE) or
negative log-likelihood (NLL). However, the i.i.d. assumption does not always hold in practice. In
fact, recent work [16] has shown that the test environment can be significantly different from the
training ones in the widely used ETH-UCY benchmark. We will next introduce a causal formalism of
motion forecasting that allows us to formulate this challenge and design solutions to address it.

Causal formalism. Motion behaviors are essentially dynamic processes governed by latent vari-
ables, such as physical laws, traffic rules and social norms. To build accurate predictive models,
the conventional learning paradigm typically aims to discover these latent variables and model their
correlations with the observed future states. However, the learned correlations may vary across
environments and thus fail to generalize at test time.

To tackle this fundamental challenge, we introduce a new formalism of motion forecasting through
the lens of causality. As shown in Figure 1, we categorize the latent variables into three groups:

• invariant variables: physical laws that are universal to everyone at any place;
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Figure 2: Our modular forecasting model contains two separate encoders for universal laws and style
confounders, respectively. The model is built in three steps: (i) learn an invariant predictor based on
the encoder ϕ with the goal to be equally optimal in all training environments (Sec 2.2), (ii) learn
an embedding space based on the encoder ψ to capture the style relation between different scenes
(Sec 2.4), (iii) incorporate domain-specific style features into the forecasting model by training ψ, f ,
g and h on the main task and the auxiliary style contrastive task jointly (Sec 2.3-2.4).

• hidden confounders: motion styles that may vary from site to site in a local and sparse manner;
• spurious features: other variables, e.g., level of noises, that are not direct causes of future motion.

In principle, neither the second group nor the third have stable correlations with the target future
motion. Yet, these two groups may lead to distinctive effects on forecasting models in the presence
of environmental changes. The relations with spurious features can become largely different and
even completely reversed in new domains, resulting in catastrophic errors at test time. In contrast,
the change of motion styles is often more restricted. While failing to capture the correct style yields
inaccurate predictions, it should still output plausible solutions subject to physical laws. We will next
describe three algorithmic components that treat spurious features and hidden confounders differently
in order to promote the robustness and reusability of the learned motion representations.

2.2 Causal Invariant Forecasting

Invariant principle. By definition, invariant features should have identical joint distributions with
the target variable (future motion) across different environments, whereas the non-invariant ones are
the opposite. This distinction can be formulated as a necessary condition for the domain invariant
predictor, i.e., g ◦ ϕ is equally optimal in every environment [17]. More formally, our goal is to solve
the following problem:

min
ϕ,g

1

|E|
∑
e∈E

Re(ϕ, g)

s.t. g ∈ argmin
g∗

Re(ϕ, g∗) ∀e ∈ E ,
(2)

where g∗ is an optimal predictor built on top of the extracted features in an individual environment
e. Intuitively, if a learned forecasting model can perform similarly well across multiple training
environments, it is more likely to generalize to another related test environment ẽ as well.

Invariant loss. The exact form of the invariant learning principle (Eq. 2), however, leads to a
bi-level optimization problem, which is difficult to solve in practice. Recent work [18, 19] proposed
to relax it to a gradient norm penalty over the empirical risk Re in each training environment:

min
ϕ,g

1

|E|
∑
e∈E

[
Re(ϕ, g) + λ∥∇gRe(ϕ, g)∥22

]
. (3)

This objective prevents the forecasting model from learning an average effect of spurious features on
future trajectories and enforces the model to solve it the hard way by seeking universal mechanisms
behind motion behaviors. We will show in Sec. B.1 that this technique can greatly improve the
robustness of the forecasting model against the domain shifts to spurious correlations.

However, the strength of suppressing spurious features comes with a clear drawback, i.e., the learned
representation tends to erroneously drop the motion styles that change across environments. This
may cause inaccurate predictions in both training and test environments. To cope with this issue, we
next introduce a modular architecture that allows the model to properly structure the knowledge and
strategically adapt from one style to another.
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2.3 Modular Forecasting Model

Most recent forecasting models are built with dense connections at their core, albeit with some
detailed differences. On the one hand, this design principle is very powerful when the training data is
sufficient; on the other hand, it often lands in a highly inter-twined architecture that lack semantic
structure. As such, in the presence of a style shift, one may have to update the whole model without
any focus. This common practice inevitably leads to low sample efficiency for transfer learning.
Ideally, a forecasting model could preserve a clear structure of the learned knowledge, separate the
impacts of physical laws and motion styles on motion behaviors, and approximate the sparse causal
graph in Figure 1.

To achieve this goal, we devise a modular network that consists of two encoders and one decoder. The
first encoder ϕ is trained to compute domain-invariant features, as described in Sec 2.2. Subsequently,
we introduce a second encoder ψ which captures a representation of motion styles varying across
domains. Given a long sequence of scene observations o from a particular environment e, the role
of the style encoder ψ is to infer the latent features of the style confounders c. More formally, our
modular network predicts the future trajectory as follows:

z = ϕ(x), c = ψ(o), z̃ = f(z, c) + z, ŷ = g(z̃), (4)

where z̃ is the latent feature that incorporates both z and c, and the style modulator f can be modeled
by a small MLP. Here, we can also compute c based on multiple scene observations from the same
environment, e.g., averaging several style feature vectors, to obtain a more robust estimate of the
motion style. As shown in Figure 2, our modular design allows us to precisely localize and fine-tune
a small subset of parameters to account for the underlying style shift.

2.4 Style Consistency Loss

Our modular forecasting model composed of multiple sub-networks can be practically difficult to
train, especially in the few-shot transfer setting where data collected from the new environment is
limited. To overcome this challenge, we introduce a style consistency loss, which aims to not only
strengthen the modular structure of motion representation during training but also allows for reusing
the encoded style knowledge at test time.

Style Contrastive Learning. Ideally, the feature vector produced by the style encoder should not
only provide the basic style information for predicting the future motion accurately but also properly
capture the style relation between different scenes. We formulate this intuition into an auxiliary task
in the form of supervised contrastive learning. Specifically, we consider two scene observations from
the same environment as a pair of positive samples, whereas those from different environment as
negative pairs. We map the style feature c to a projected embedding p by a small head h(·). The style
contrastive loss for a positive pair of samples (i, j) is as follows,

Lstyle = − log
exp(sim(pi,pj)/τ)∑

k 1[k=j∨ek ̸=ei] exp(sim(pi,pk)/τ)
, (5)

where 1[ek ̸=ei] is an indicator function equal to 1 if and only if the two samples i and k are drawn
from the same environment, τ is a temperature parameter and sim(u,v) = u⊤v/∥u∥∥v∥ denotes
the dot product between normalized u and v (i.e., cosine similarity).

One key advantage of the proposed style contrastive loss over the conventional classification loss
is that it does not impose any assumptions about the number of domain classes in the design of the
projection head h. This property allows the model to incrementally bootstrap from the knowledge
already learned about the existing styles to some additional ones without changing the shape of h or
learning any parameters from scratch. This is particularly beneficial as in the transfer setting where
the number of additional styles is not known a priori.

Test-time Refinement. One common phenomenon in transfer learning is that the model fine-tuned
on only a few samples remains sub-optimal in the new environment. To alleviate this performance
gap, we reuse the style contrastive loss as a self-supervisory signal for test-time refinement on the fly.
Concretely, we feed the predicted output back as an input to the style encoder and iteratively adjust
the internal feature z̃. Here, the parameters to optimize are no longer the model weights but rather
the feature activations per inference case. The refinement process gradually reduces the distances
between the predicted output and the reference examples of style in the learned embedding space. By
tightly coupling the modular architecture design with the style consistency loss, our method enables
the effective use of the auxiliary contrastive task during both training and deployment.
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A Related Work
Motion Forecasting. Modern motion forecasting models [3, 4, 20–22] are largely built with neural
networks and trained with the maximum likelihood principle. Despite strong performance for short-
range predictions within the training domain, they often struggle to generalize under covariate shift.
Recently, a couple of works proposed to promote their robustness using negative data augmentation
[23, 24]. However, designing negative examples of high-dimension, e.g., long sequences, can
be difficult in practice. Our work explores a causality-inspired alternative that does not require
hand-engineered interventions over training data and is hence more theoretically grounded and
algorithmically generic.

Closely related to ours, another recent work [16] attempts to mitigate biases in motion datasets through
counterfactual analysis. Our method differs from theirs in three aspects: (i) their approach learns to
estimate dataset biases before subtracting them in the feature space, whereas our method aims to
directly suppress biased features; (ii) their approach inherits the merge-and-shuffle convention, which
destroys some critical information for bias estimation; in contrast, we keep each subset separately and
exploit unstable correlations across environments; (iii) the counterfactual problem formulated in their
approach is generally difficult to solve (cf. Pearl’s ladder of causation [9]); conversely, we consider
spurious correlations from the interventional perspective, which is easier to tackle in practice.

Causal Learning. The intersection of causal inference and machine learning has been a vibrant
area of research in the past few years [10, 12, 13]. Some earlier works attempted to identify causal
structures from observational or interventional data [25, 26]. Examples include score-based [27–29],
constraint-based [30–33], conditional independence test [34–37], continuous optimization [38–40]
and many others [41–43]. While these methods are theoretically appealing, they are often practically
restricted to classical problems that assume direct access to high-level causal variables rather than the
low-level observations present in modern problems [11].

More recently, several different approaches have been proposed to automatically discover causal
variables of interest from low-level data. One notable line of work lies in disentangled representation
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learning [44–47], which is closely tied to independent causal mechanisms [48, 49]. However, sepa-
rating independent factors of variation in an unsupervised manner is often exceedingly challenging
without strong assumptions [50]. As an alternative, a few other recent works seek casually invariant
representations by exploiting observational data collected under different setups [18, 19, 51–53]. Our
work also falls into this category: we reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the invariant learning
principle in the motion context and propose to tightly integrate invariant representation with structural
architectural design based on domain knowledge.

Distributional Shifts. Previous methods tackle the challenge of distributional shifts from three main
paradigms: domain generalization, domain adaptation, and transfer learning. Domain generalization
is the most ambitious one, which aims to learn models that can directly function well in related
but unseen test distributions [54, 55]. Recent literature has proposed a variety of solutions, such
as distributionally robust optimization [56–58], adversarial data augmentation [59, 60]. Yet, these
techniques often rely on strong assumptions on the test distribution, which may not hold in practice.

Domain adaptation is another popular approach that relaxes these assumptions by allowing a learning
algorithm to observe a set of unlabelled test samples. Modern methods of this kind typically attempt
to learn an embedding space where the training and test samples are subject to similar feature
distributions through divergence minimization [61–64] or adversarial training [65, 66]. While this
approach has been shown effective in a variety of supervised tasks [67–69], it is not well suited for
motion forecasting where labels in the form of future trajectories are fairly easy to acquire without
human annotation but sample efficiency matters crucially.

Previous work in the third category – transfer learning given limited data – often leverages special
architecture designs, e.g., external memory [70, 71], or transfer-oriented objectives, e.g., meta-
learning [72]. Some of these techniques have also been applied to motion forecasting [73, 74]. Our
work differs from them in that we adopt a causal approach and propose a unified learning framework
that facilitates both robust generation and fast adaptation to common types of distributional shifts in
motion forecasting.

B Experiments
We evaluate our proposed method on two types of forecasting models (recurrent STGAT [21] and
feedforward PECNet variant [75]) under distributional shifts of spurious features or style confounders.
In the considered forecasting task, a model processes the past 8 time steps (3.2 seconds) of human
trajectories in the scene to then predict their future movements in the following 12 (4.8 seconds) time
steps. Identical to many prior works [3, 4, 20], we evaluate forecasting models on two metrics:

• Average Displacement Error (ADE): the average Euclidean distance between the predicted output
and the ground truth over all predicted time steps.

• Final Displacement Error (FDE): the Euclidean distance between the predicted final destination
and the true final destination at the end of the prediction horizon.

We evaluate each method over five experiments with different random seeds. More implementation
details are summarized in Appendix E.

B.1 Spurious Shifts

We first evaluate the robustness of the forecasting model trained by our invariant loss under different
ranges of spurious shifts. In particular, we compare our method against the two following baselines:

• Vanilla ERM: the conventional learning method that minimizes the average prediction error on all
training samples (Eq. 1);

• Counterfactual Analysis [16]: a causality-inspired trajectory forecasting method that estimates
and subtracts biased features through counterfactual interventions.

For a fair comparison with the recent counterfactual approach [16], we implement our method based
on the same open-sourced code. Specifically, we follow their choice of the base model, i.e., STGAT
[21], in our experiments. The encoder of the STGAT contains two LSTMs and one graph attention
network (GAT) to account for the historical trajectory and social interaction clues, while the decoder
is modeled by an LSTM to rollout the future trajectory.

Setup The original ETH-UCY dataset contains five subsets collected at different locations [76, 77].
While recent work [16] has highlighted the intrinsic differences between these subsets, it is still
not trivial to pinpoint the detailed biases in each environment. To clearly examine the robustness
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Figure 3: Comparison of different methods on the ETH-UCY dataset with controlled spurious
correlations. Our invariant learning approach substantially outperforms the conventional ERM and
the counterfactual approach [16] in the out-of-distribution regime α ∈ (8, 64], while being on par
within the training domains.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the predicted trajectories from different methods in a particular test
case of the ETH-UCY dataset with controlled spurious features. Despite the same past trajectory
observation and ground truth future, the predicted trajectories from the two baselines abruptly slow
down, when the strength of the spurious feature at test time is larger than that in the training domains.
In comparison, our invariant learning approach results in much more robust solutions, even under
substantial spurious shifts (e.g., α = 64.0).

of a motion forecasting model against non-causal biases, we modified the ETH-UCY dataset by
introducing a third input variable measuring the level of observation noises, given that variations of
spurious noise often occur in real-world problems [18]. Specifically, for each agent at time step t, we
assign the observational uncertainty σt based on a linear function of the local trajectory curvature:

ct := (ẋt+δt − ẋt)
2 + (ẏt+δt − ẏt)

2,

σt := α · (ct + 1),
(6)

where ẋt = xt+1−xt and ẏt = yt+1−yt reflect the velocity of the agent within the temporal window
of length δt = 8, and α is a domain specific parameter to control the strength of spurious features.
We train the model in four environments (‘hotel’,‘univ’,‘zara1’ and ‘zara2’) with α ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} and
test it on the remaining one (‘eth’) with α ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}.

Results In Figure 3 we show the prediction accuracy on the test sets resulting from different learning
methods. All the methods perform strongly in the training domains, i.e., α ∈ [1, 8]. However, in
the out-of-distribution regime, the accuracies of the two baseline methods significantly drop with an
increased value of the domain parameter. Notably, when the strength of the spurious feature is 8 times
of the maximum strength seen during training, the ADE of the vanilla ERM rises to 3.0, approximately
three times worse than its performance in the training domains. While the counterfactual approach
[16] is slightly better than the vanilla ERM, it also suffer suffers from a large ADE at ∼2.5. In
comparison, the forecasting models trained by our invariant method are clearly less sensitive to the
changes of the domain parameter. It is also visually distinct that a large emphasis (λ in Eq. 3) on the
invariant penalty term during training leads to a more robust model under spurious shifts.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison of different methods under style shifts. The performance is
measured by ADE (lower is better) over 5 seeds. Both the vanilla baseline and our invariant approach
alone suffer from large errors, since they either average the domain-varying styles or ignore them.
Our modular network incorporates distinctive style features into prediction and hence yields much
better results. In particular, enforcing the causal invariance of the first encoder ψ leads to the best
OOD robustness, while being highly competitive in the training environments.

Method IID OOD-Inter OOD-Extra

Vanilla (ERM) 0.113 ± 0.004 0.112 ± 0.003 0.192 ± 0.013
Invariant (ours) 0.115 ± 0.005 0.114 ± 0.004 0.191 ± 0.007
Modular (ours) 0.063 ± 0.005 0.070 ± 0.006 0.112 ± 0.004

Inv + Mod (ours) 0.065 ± 0.007 0.069 ± 0.007 0.107 ± 0.007

In Figure 4 we visualize the qualitative results on a particular test example of the augmented ETH-
UCY dataset. While the input trajectories remain the same across all domains, a growing strength
of the spurious feature causes a dramatic shrinkage of the predicted trajectories from the baseline
methods. In contrast, the outputs of our method stay almost constant under spurious shifts.

B.2 Style Shifts

We further evaluate the forecasting models trained by our method in the presence of style shifts. As
elaborated in Sec 2.4, it is often impractical for the model to directly generalize to new styles. We
therefore consider two different scenarios: robustness in the zero-shot and transfer learning results in
the low-shot setting.

Setup The motion styles of existing real-world data are often largely unknown. We thus create
some synthetic trajectories using ORCA [2], a popular multi-agent simulator, in the circle-crossing
scenarios [78] with varied style parameters. Specifically, we consider four training styles where the
simulated agents keep different minimum separation distances from each other, i.e., {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}
meters. For each training domain, we generate 10,000 trajectories for training, 3,000 trajectories for
validation and 5,000 trajectories for test. We evaluate each model on the training environments (IID)
as well as the two new test environments with the minimum separation distance of 0.4 (OOD-Inter)
and 0.6 (OOD-Extra). We use a variant of PECNet [75] as our base model which employs a MLP as
the basic building block for the encoders and decoder in our modular design. More implementation
details are reported in Appendix E.

B.2.1 Out-of-distribution Generalization

Results In Table 1 we report the results of different forecasting models in both the training domain
and the out-of-distribution regimes. Similar to Sec B.1, the vanilla baseline suffers from much larger
prediction errors in the OOD test sets than in the training ones. Given style changes, our invariant
method alone does not yield clear advantages neither, as it tends to ignore the domain-specific style
confounder. In contrast, our modular architecture design allows the model to effectively incorporate
the domain-specific style features and thus achieves superior performance in all environments. In
particular, training the first encoder ϕ in our modular network with the invariant loss results in the
best robustness in the OOD regime while being competitive in the training domains. It is also evident
that there remains a clear performance gap between the IID and OOD-Extra domain, which suggests
the importance of building adaptive models investigated next.

B.2.2 Low-shot Transfer

As shown above, it is practically unrealistic for a forecasting model to directly generalize to all kinds
of distributional shifts. We next evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed adaptation method in the
context of low-shot transfer. We again consider the challenging OOD-Extra style shift scenario and
compare the following options:

(a) conventional approach fine-tuning all parameters;
(b) our modular adaptation strategy fine-tuning f only;
(c) our test-time refinement on top of our method (b).

We evaluate all methods given a limited number of samples, i.e., {1, 2, . . . , 6} ×BS, where BS = 64
is the batch size.
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Figure 5: Quantitative results of different methods for transfer learning to a new motion style, given
limited batch of samples. Our modular adaptation strategy (updating the style modulator f ) yields
higher sample efficiency than the conventional counterpart in the low-data regime. Moreover, refining
the predicted output for 3 iterations further reduces the prediction error on the fly.
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Figure 6: Qualitative effects of test-time refinement in a two-agent scenario. The initial predicted
output suffers from a clear prediction error. Given a scene observation of the true style (large
separation distance) as a reference, our method gradually closes the discrepancy between the predicted
trajectory and the ground truth. Conversely, when conditioned on a scene of a different style
(small separation distance) as the reference, our method manages to drive the output towards the
corresponding false style as well.

Effect of Modular Adaptation. Figure 5 shows the results of different adaptation methods in the
low-shot setting. In the case of only one batch of observations, fine-tuning all style-related parameters
(ψ, f and g) leads to noisy outcomes and worsens the results on average. In comparison, updating f
while keeping the remaining majority of the parameters fixed yields clearly better performance in the
low-data regime. For instance, fine-tuning f on 2 batches of the new style achieves the same level of
prediction accuracy as fine-tuning the whole model on 5 batches.

Effect of Test-time Refinement Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of test-time refinement based
on the style consistency loss. As shown in Figure 5, our refinement techniques leads to substantial
error reductions on top of the fine-tuned models. Figure 6 shows the qualitative effect on a two-agent
scenario, where the predicted trajectories gradually get closer to the ground truth based on a scene
observation of the target style as a reference. This result suggests a strong promise of reusing the
structural knowledge learned in our modular forecasting model at test-time.

Additional Results and Discussions Please refer to Appendix D for additional ablation results and
Appendix F for detailed discussions about limitations and societal impact.

C Conclusion
In this work, we present a causality-inspired learning method for motion forecasting. Given ob-
servational data collected from multiple locations, our invariant loss yields superior generalization
ability over the previous statistical and counterfactual methods in the presence of spurious features.
In addition, our modular architecture design coupled with the proposed style consistency loss greatly
enhances the robustness and transferability of the learned forecasting model under style shifts. Our
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Table 2: ADE scores of different methods on OOD-Extra domains. The full version (invariant +
modular) of our method yields more performance gains with an increasing degree of style shifts.

Method d = 0.6 d = 0.7 d = 0.8

Vanilla (ERM) 0.192 ± 0.013 0.246 ± 0.020 0.309 ± 0.025
Invariant (ours) 0.191 ± 0.007 0.245 ± 0.009 0.309 ± 0.011
Modular (ours) 0.112 ± 0.004 0.169 ± 0.011 0.242 ± 0.020

Inv + Mod (ours) 0.107 ± 0.007 0.156 ± 0.013 0.221 ± 0.020
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Figure 7: Comparison of the models with and without style contrastive pre-training. The model
pre-trained on the style contrastive task converges faster than the counterpart during the end-to-end
training in both domains.

results suggest that incorporating causal invariance and structure into representation learning can be a
promising direction towards robust and adaptive motion forecasting.

D Additional Experiments
Larger Style Shifts. As a supplement to Table 1, we summarize the detailed results under larger
style shifts in Table 2. Among these OOD test domains (d > 0.5), the farther the style parameter is
from the training ones, the larger improvement we obtain from using the full version of our method.
This result confirms the advantage of our modular design with an enforced structure of the invariant
and style knowledge for robust generalization.

Effect of Style Contrastive Pre-training. As described in Sec 2.4, one advantage of incorporating
the proposed style contrastive loss is to ease the training of our modular model that consists of
multiple sub-networks. In Figure 7 we compare the performance of the models during training with
and without the style contrastive pre-training. The model pre-trained on the style contrastive task
learns significantly faster than the counterpart without it.

E Implementation Details
E.1 Spurious Shift Experiments

Architecture. For the experiments reported in Sec B.1, we use the standard STGAT [21] architecture
for a fair comparison with the counterfactual analysis approach [16]. In order to take the x and y
coordinate as well as the observational uncertainty ct as inputs, we adjust the input dimension of
the first LSTM module to three. All the remaining configurations align with the original STGAT.
Following the previous work [16], we train the model in three steps: (i) pre-train the first LSTM, (ii)
pre-train the GAT together with the second LSTM, (iii) train the whole model.

Hyper-parameters. We use the same hyper-parameters as in the original STGAT [21]. For the
invariant penalty coefficient λ, we run grid search in a range from 0.001 to 100, and report the
results of 1, 3 and 5 in Figure 3. Since the focus of our experiments is on the robustness and
adaptability under distributional shifts rather than the performance on training domains, we only
predict one trajectory output per instance instead of multiple ones [20] during training, which reduces
computational expenses for the comparison of different methods. Other detailed hyper-parameters
are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3: Hyper-parameters in spurious shift experiments.
config value
batch size 64
epochs per stage 150, 100, 150
learning rate 0.001

Table 4: Hyper-parameters in style shift experiments.
config value
batch size 64
epochs per stage 100, 50, 20, 300
contrastive loss coefficient 1.0
learning rate baseline 0.001
learning rate style encoder 0.0005
learning rate projection head 0.01
learning rate style modulator (train) 0.01
learning rate style modulator (adapt) 0.001

E.2 Style Shift Experiments

Architecture. For the experiments in Sec B.2, we use a PECNet-like [75] feedforward network as
our base model. Specifically, we model all components using MLPs. We train the modular network
in four detailed steps: (i) train the invariant encoder together with the decoder, (ii) subsequently
pre-train the style encoder and the projection head, (iii) followed by the style modulator, and (iv)
finally train the entire model end-to-end.

Hyper-parameters. We keep most hyper-parameters identical to the setup in Sec E.1. We further
tune the learning rates for each module separately due to their distinct properties. Detailed settings
for training, adaptation and refinement are summarized in Table 4.

E.3 Other Details

We train all of our models on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. Each run takes around one hour. The
source code of our method as well as baselines can be found at https://github.com/vita-epfl/
causalmotion.

F Additional Discussions
To the best of our knowledge, our work provides the first attempt to incorporate causal invariance and
structure into the design and learning of motion forecasting models. Despite encouraging results, our
work is still subject to a couple of limitations.

Limitations & Future Work. One major technical limitation lies in the granularity of the consid-
ered causal representations. While our method places great emphasis on three prominent groups of
high-level latent features, we have largely overlooked the structure of fine-grained features. One
interesting direction for future work is to further exploit detailed causal structure for motion forecast-
ing, for instance, (i) disentangling the left or right-hand traffic rules from social distance conventions
within the group of style confounders, (ii) encouraging sparse interplay between sub-modules, e.g.,
pruning the connections between inertia features and left or right-hand traffic rules, given their
presumably minute significance.

Another limitation of our work is tied to the scale and diversity of experiments. Thus far, we have
demonstrated the strengths of our method on two human motion datasets and two base models as
proofs of concept. Nevertheless, our method is highly generic and we hypothesize that it can also
bring similar benefits to other types of motion problems and datasets, e.g., vehicles [79], sports
[80] and driving simulations [81]. Extending the current empirical findings to more contexts can be
another valuable avenue for future work.

Societal Impact. Out-of-distribution robustness remains a salient weakness of motion forecasting
models while having a crucial impact on the safety of autonomous systems, especially in the context
of autonomous driving. Even though these machines operate accurately in their training environments,
deploying them in unseen test conditions can result in undesired behavior, which may ultimately
lead to fatal consequences in specific scenarios. With our work, we contribute to reducing this
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performance gap. However, we are aware of the remaining deficits of our motion forecasting
approach in significantly changing conditions that should not be neglected when utilizing such
systems in real-world applications.
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